Trademarks Rules, Searching for Trademarks On the USPTO Site and
Understanding the TDSR Pages
Merch by Amazon RULES:
- Read all the areas on this page before you upload anything
https://merch.amazon.com/resource
- Just because you see something on Amazon already doesn’t mean it is okay for
you to put it up too. The uploader could have a licensing agreement for it or be an
Amazon partner. It may even have slipped through but eventually it will be found
and removed and you will have a mark against your account.
- If something is trademarked you can’t use it on your design or in your brand, title,
bullets or description.
- Never use quotes that were created by someone else. You cannot use something
that belongs to someone else without their permission. What confuses people is
that you see memes, etc. that do this all the time. The difference is they are not
making money from it. Totally different rules when it is being used for profit.
- Don’t think by adding a word to a trademarked phrase that you can use it, you
can’t and you will more than likely get a take down or a rejection. ‘Freaking Cold’
is TM’d so you can’t just add ‘I Am’ in front of it. Never think you can add words to
a TM’d phrase and use it. People will argue this is not how TM’s are supposed to
work and I agree but we are not in the ‘real world’, we are in Amazon’s world and
we have to play by their rules.
- If the TM doesn’t specifically say ‘shirts’ still stay away from it. If the code is 025
(clothing) don’t use it. We don’t know if Amazon actually looks at the specific
types of clothing listed in the Goods and Services section of the TM.
- Single word trademarks: this is very confusing to many people and isn’t totally
black and white but if the single TM’d word is an everyday word like bulldog,
burger, corgi, craft, crave, misfits, October, odd, etc. you can still use these TM’d
words in a longer phrase, you just can’t put the single word on a shirt. Don’t use
single TM’d words like Nike, Tide, Starbucks, etc. as they are well known brands.
- You can’t use names of famous or well-known people. The only exception is
politicians but only while they are in office. Even then be careful, i.e. Donald
Trump has a bunch of TM’s so you can’t just use anything he has said while he is
in office. You have to investigate first.
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- No Olympics, Super bowl, sports teams, etc. Even team colors are off limits if they
are easily recognized as well as easily recognizable colors like green and yellow on
a riding lawn mower graphic could get you a take down from John Deere.
- No derivatives of Starbucks, Snow White, Dwarfs, Care Bears, M&M’s, Coca Cola,
Crayola, etc. So many people have lost their accounts over trying to push the
envelope with derivatives. Just don’t do it!
- Military: no using any branch names, no Army, Navy, Marine, Air Force, etc. only
generic words like military, soldier or veteran.
- Public Domain: Just because someone’s words are in the public domain don’t
assume it is okay to use. Shirts have been pulled for Mark Twain, Albert Einstein,
Sigmund Freud, etc. quotes. Quite often the estate still owns the rights and
Amazon will tell you to send in proof you have the rights to use the quote, etc. If it
is in the public domain there is no way to provide the proof so don’t do it.
- No profanity and no variations so no * or # in place of letters and no
abbreviations or misspellings to try to ‘get around’ banned words (AF, BS, etc.)
- No profiting off of tragedy so nothing for hurricanes, shootings, etc.
- TM applied for but not registered yet. This is a grey area but as a rule you should
stay away to be on the safe side as every situation is different.
- You can’t use song titles or lyrics, anything from a movie or TV show, books, etc.
These all fall under copyright. Always google these first and use the
http://cocatalog.loc.gov site
- Dictionary definitions fall under copyright so you have to change the words.
- Bible verses: can’t be used unless they come from public domain bible
translations. Go to the ‘Complete Bibles’ part of this page and search for the ones
in the public domain https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_English_Bible_translations
- Graphics: always use google reverse image search and tineye to determine where
the graphic came from. When downloading from graphic sites check their license
for allowed uses. More and more are specifically saying ‘no‘ to print on demand
sites. It’s a good idea to email the site or the graphic’s creator to get their
permission before using it on your shirt. Many sites will not let you use it ‘as is’.
- No identifiable vehicle graphics. They will be pulled so no jeep, Volkswagen, etc.
- Public Domain graphics. You can’t use well known images like Coca Cola’s Santa
image so no to any well-known image even if it is in the public domain.
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Remember that Amazon is the seller for all Merch by Amazon apparel and we just
receive royalties for our designs. This makes Amazon much stricter than they are if you
are selling via FBA or FBM.

How to Search for Trademarks
I'll start with a bit of a lesson. I see so many teaching about how to search for
trademarks and almost always they only mention the Mark Drawing Code ‘4 STANDARD CHARACTER MARK’, which is what we see in the applications after
November 3, 2003. But prior to that the Mark Drawing Code was ‘1 - TYPESET WORD(S)
/LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)’ and what makes this even more confusing is sometimes you
will see ‘1 - TYPED DRAWING’ which is the same as ‘1 - TYPESET’. All 3 of these you need
to pay attention to but we only need to search for 2 of them. (I just wanted to make you
aware of the different words you may see in your searches on different sites. On
TMHunt they use the ‘TYPESET’ word so when using that site use the drop downs to
select ‘Typeset’ to see the pre Nov 3, 2003 TM's, then change to ‘Text’ to see TM's after
that date.)
PART 1 - THE SEARCH on USPTO

*** Make sure you use double quotes around your keyword/phrase, not single quotes.
You don't need quotes for single word searches but in the interests of consistency I am
including them in the examples.
Code Meanings: IC=International Class, LV=Live/Dead, BI=Basic Index, FM=Full Mark,
GS=Goods and Services, MD=Mark Drawing Code,
Most of these are self-explanatory but this is the USPTO definition of what FM means:
Full Mark [FM] for this index, each Word Mark is a single index entry with any blank
space converted to a hyphen. A search for the mark GOOD AS GOLD might be submitted
as GOOD-AS-GOLD[FM]. This field provides for exact match searches.

Okay with all that being out of the way let's get started!
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Go to www.uspto.gov and click on 'Search trademark database' scroll down the page a
bit to Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS) and click on the 'Search Trademarks'
button. Now instead of selecting 'Basic Word Mark Search’ you are going to use the 3rd
option 'Word and/or Design Mark Search (Free Form)'
Note: the TESS search page will time you out after a while so it doesn't work to just
bookmark that page. What I do that is faster is just to type TESS or tess in the browser
search bar and it is usually the second result on the page (Trademark Electronic Search
System (TESS) - United States Patent ...) and when you click on it you will see the page
we want so then select 'the 3rd option 'Word and/or Design Mark Search (Free Form)'

The default for ‘Records Returned’ is 100. If you want to see more than 100 results on
the same page then change this to what number you want to see. Leave ‘Plurals’ as is.
The safest search is this first one listed and I recommend to start with it and then
narrow it down further if needed. (025 is the code for clothing). After entering in the
search string click on ‘Submit Query’.
**NOTE: All of the search strings were run on Feb 12, 2018 so the number of results
returned may be different when you run them.
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(live)[LD] AND "marine"[BI] AND 025[IC] - Will return 94 records that have the word
‘marine’ and are in the 025 clothing class in the TM. It is good to use this search string
first to see longer phrases that have also been applied for that contain your
word/phrase.
But these results also include Mark Drawing Code (3) DESIGN PLUS WORDS, LETTERS,
AND/OR NUMBERS (or it could be (5) WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS IN STYLIZED
FORM) which we don't care about (as long as you are not copying the exact design that
has been TM'd **NEVER DO THAT!) so to get the results just for text we want to add
‘AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD])' to the end. This will return all the older and newer results.
(live)[LD] AND “marine”[BI] AND 025[IC] AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD])
There is something else we can change to really narrow things down. I don't really
recommend this as you won’t see any TM’s that contain your word/phrase in a longer
phrase but I will include it in the interests of completeness. If you want to see only the
TM's for the exact word/phrase (with plurals) then you can change the [BI] to [FM].
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(live)[LD] AND ("marine")[FM] AND 025[IC] - now you see 4 records that only display
marines and marine TM's. Note I took the AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD]) off the search string.
If you are using [FM] then you don't need it as you won't get a lot of results back.
In the first version of this document I explained how to further filter the results by
adding ‘AND shirts[GS]’. I no longer recommend adding this filter as after doing more
research I am finding TM’s that have not listed ‘shirts’ in the Goods and Services field.
Some TM’s have used tops or clothing but have not used shirts so you could think a TM
is okay when in fact it is not.
All of the above is for a single word search but one thing is different [FM] (explained
below) when you want to search for a phrase. So let's repeat the above steps for a
phrase.

(live)[LD] AND "be nice"[BI] AND 025[IC] - returns 20 records that have the phrase 'be
nice' in the TM.
But these results also include Mark Drawing Code (5) WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR
NUMBERS IN STYLIZED FORM (or it could be (3) DESIGN PLUS WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR
NUMBERS) which we don't care about (as long as you are not copying the exact design
that has been TM'd **NEVER DO THAT!) so to get the results just for text we want to
add ‘AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD])' to the end.
(live)[LD] AND "be nice"[BI] AND 025[IC] AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD])
Now we are down to 13 records. So far everything is exactly the same as the first series
of searches with a single word but if you want to only see TM's with the exact phrase
then change the [BI] to [FM] but where this is different is that you need to put a dash between each word of the phrase.

(live)[LD] AND "be-nice"[FM] AND 025[IC] - and we have only 2 records. Now when you
click on them you will notice that one of them is not 4 - Standard Character Mark so you
could add the ‘AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD])’ but with so few records it doesn't make much
sense to bother doing this but feel free to add it .
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NOTE: The safest search that will return the most complete results is:
(live)[LD] AND ("marine")[BI] AND 025[IC] AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD])
(live)[LD] AND ("be nice")[BI] AND 025[IC] AND (4[MD] OR 1[MD])
This is what I recommend you use for the majority of your searches.
Description Differences Explained

Now you will see a different description for the Mark Drawing Type depending on what
part of USPTO you are on. The TDSR page is different to what is displayed on the TESS
results. This confused me so much in the beginning so I am including the information
below.
TESS and TDSR - 4-STANDARD CHARACTER MARK – Before Nov 3, 2003 it is 1-TYPESET
WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) or 1- TYPED DRAWING
TESS - (2) DESIGN ONLY
TDSR - 2-AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)
TESS - (3) DESIGN PLUS WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS
TDSR - 3-AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/
LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)
TESS - (5) WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS IN STYLIZED FORM
TDSR - 5-AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S)
INSTYLIZED FORM
TDSR = Trademark Status & Document Retrieval
TESS = Trademark Electronic Search System
USPTO = United States Patent and Trademark Office

TESS/USPTO = Quite often you will see these two abbreviations used interchangeably
but they basically mean the same thing. TESS is just much easier to type than USPTO 
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PART 2 - THE USPTO RESULTS

Now that you know how to search for trademarks we also need to know where to go for
more information on the TM’s. When you are on the TESS results page you will see a
column titled ‘Check Status’ or when you are viewing a TM there is a blue TDSR button.
Either way click on TDSR and it will take you to the TDSR page.
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You want to get very familiar with the information on this page. Knowledge is Power!!

In the white area on the Status tab (which by default is what you see first when you
open the page) there is a ‘Status’ area. This changes depending on where the TM
application is in the process and right below it is the ‘Status Date' which also changes.
You want to expand the blue sections to see all the information hiding there. Click on
the blue descriptions. I will list out the ones that I check. The ones I don't mention I have
never found a use for.
Mark Information: This tells you the type of mark it is.
Goods and Services: This tells you all the international classes the TM is for and lists the
specific products they are applying for. The 025 class is for clothing.
Current Owner: Self-explanatory but is useful if you want to see if they have multiple
TM’s.
Attorney/Correspondence Information: Not used usually but see note below
****This part is on the TESS site, not the TDSR pages****
Note: The only time I use this attorney information is if I want to see if other TM's have
been applied for. A TM applicant will usually use the same attorney so you can use their
name or address to search for on TESS or use the Current Owner information instead.
Using one or the other will tell you if they have multiple TM's.
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Use the 'Basic Word Mark Search (New User)' search option.

Copy and paste the Owner’s name or address (or the Attorney's name or address) in the
'Search Term' field and change the 'Field' drop down to 'Owner Name and Address'.

To see this in action put 'neat print' in the search term field and change the drop down
to Owner Name and Address and you will see they have 50 TM's currently either
registered or still going through the application process.
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****We are back on the TDSR site now****
Prosecution History: This gives you a snapshot of what has happened during the TM
process so far.
Proceedings: This usually is empty but if someone has filed an opposition then all the
information will be under this tab. Click on the blue links to view the specific
information.
The last area you need to know about is the 'Documents' tab.
This will display all the actions that have occurred during the TM process. Click on the
different blue links and get familiar with this information.

Ones that are especially useful are the 'Specimen' links as this will show you the images
the TM applicant has submitted with their TM on them. The link will open in a new
window and make sure to look in the upper right hand corner and if they have
submitted multiple specimens you will be able to click 'Next Page' to move through the
different specimens.

The 'Application' (sometimes it says 'TEAS Plus New Application') will quite often
provide you with additional information relating to the application as well.
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Statement of Use (SOU) will sometimes have additional images.
**ALWAYS** read links that say 'Offc Action Outgoing' as this will tell you if there are
issues with the application. This is where you will see if the application has initially been
refused and why. The applicant will have 6 months to respond and provide additional
information ('Response to Office Action' links) that may be needed to have USPTO allow
the application to proceed.
**ALWAYS** read links that say 'Response to Office Action' as this will show you how
the applicant is trying to get USPTO change their mind.
**ALWAYS** read any link that says 'Amendment' as sometimes they will remove an
international class. I have seen applications that have removed the 025 clothing class so
they could have their TM application approved for other classes they may have listed in
their original application.
'Suspension Letter' - this link will tell you if the application is suspended and why. The
application can still be amended so it does not mean the TM application is over so you
still want to check back once a month or so. Once the application is 'Abandoned' the
applicant has 2 months to put in a letter with their intention to revive it. After the 2
month deadline they have to start all over again.

Also you should always check for copyright as well and google your phrase to see if it is a
song, book, movie, etc. http://cocatalog.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi… The 'Other Search' link
is very useful as you can put your phrase in here and select 'as a phrase' in the drop
down.

I hope this helps you traverse the ins and outs of trademarks.
Author: Rhonda Watters - February 2018
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